
7.3 A Discrete Change in Exchange Rates?

At the beginning of stage three it is iikely that there wiil be a discrete jump in exchange rates,when the Council announces the conversion rates for ail transactions between currencies participating
in EMU on January 1, 1999. lnevitabiy there wiii be a discrete change in some exchange rates, justfrom the fact that bid-offer rates will collapse onto a single conversion factor, but there is the possibility
that the Council wiil decide to use "rounded" rates so as to make the transition to the single currency
as easy as possible for the business community and the generai public. Giovannini (1991) analyses
the last stage of EMU, but in terms of a currency reform. As Giovannini notes, if market rates at the
end of 1998 are significantly different from those established by the Council at the beginning of 1999,then there will be macroeconomic effects, and these effects; will depend on the degree of price andwage rigidity in each individual Member State. For instance, if prices were perfectly flexible then the
discrete change in exchange rates wouid act like a tax on holders of balances of the depreciating
currencies. If, however, prices were flot perfectly flexible (due, say, to Iong-term contracts and
adjustment costs) then the exchange rate change wouid affect the relative valuation of goods and
services whose prices do not move freely. The macroeconomic effects would be in terms of the
wealth and substitution effects of the changes in the reai stock of money, which would give tise to adecrease in spending, a fail in output and the relative price of non-traded goods and an increase in
output of traded goods and a trade surplus. The opposite effects would occur in countries whose
currencies underwent an appreciation. The point here is mhat if expectations of economic agents are
altered by the changeover, because of long-terni contracts and adjustment costs, then it may not be inthe interest of the pnivate sector to adopt the officiai conversion rate, as mhis would change realpayments as contracts are specifled in nominal terms. In this sense mandating a changeover at a
specifled point in time acts like an incomes policy.

In order to eliminate any adverse economic effects of devaluing the currencies of Member
States, Giovannini advocates the marking-to-market of contracts at the conversion date and the choice
of a conversion rate mhat induces exactly the same exchange rate depreciation mhat was expected bywage and prnce setters (and so gave tise to any relative price distortions in the flrst place). In reaiity,
mhis is uniikeiy to happen, as the caiculations involved in such an exercise would be extremeiy difficuit
to extract from the economic data available. Nevertheless, it should be acknowiedged mhat certain
Member States might seek a discrete jump in exchange rates s0 as to effectively give themn a "final
devaluation" as EMU begins. lt should aiso be noted that both Germany and the Netherlands willvigourously resist such a strategy, as it impiies a discrete "revaluation" in their currencies, which would
have adverse effects on their export sectors.


